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About This Game

What is it about?

Darkness fell upon the world. Dark portals appear throughout the land. It is up to the knights to protect their kingdom and stop
evil from spreading and taking over the world.

Expand your castle, hire an army and destroy the dark portals.

Game mechanics

Prepare your units for battle by choosing the skills they master and equipment they wield! The main map has lots of possible
random encounters and events that you can participate in.

Engage the evil enemy in turn based battles and show who's the real owner of the land!

After one map has been completed - the game state is saved and player can choose the permanent perks (getting more resources
from some events, unlocking new units, etc) before the next map is started.

There are 5 bosses, but you won't be able to easily defeat them unless you participate in side-encounters that will allow you to
make your army larger.

Features
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Micromanage units by selecting what skills to train on them and what equipment to use

Units get better at the chosen skills after they use them

Turn-based battles with up to 16 units at once

Over 25 unique unit types, more than 60 abilities total

Hire heroes that give bonuses to your units and can be revived after death

Unlock new map events as you progress in the game

XML format items, easily editable and open for modifications
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Title: Blades of the Righteous
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Publisher:
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blades of the righteous. blade of the righteous uo

A pure adrenaline rush, excellent immersion and brilliantly designed.
Will appeal to a lot of players from casual to hardcore gamers.
The graphics are great, and probably the most fun I\u2019ve had playing a bike orientated game.
. It's the old game, and it works. I needed pillar of community level 2. I was Sciptical a first to purshase this, but after doing so I
didn't regret it, Its a nice experience and does well for a horror ish type game, given there are still a LOT of things that need to
be added/fixed, like volume settings, rezolution options, better controls, a lot more deatailed options menu etc.

But all in all I find it to be a very nice concept and decent game, I cant wait for updates to see where the game leads, and so I
can play more!. Returned to this game after a long lay off, and wanted to give credit where credit is due.

Clearly the 'early access' tag is more about adding new features, than it is about major bugs.

The game is more than just playable; it's thoroughly enjoyable. If you like the challenge of starting at the bottom and working
your way to the top in a PvP environment (that is, by actually earning success through making good decisions on and off the
field), then i definitely recommend 90MF.
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Awesome bullet hell! Addictive!. Its the best VR dating sim currently on the market but thats not saying a lot.

Pros: Okay models, Updates, Good amount of things to do in the game, Nice attention to detail with having the girl actually be
we with you in all modes, A fair amount of customization.

Cons: Controls are awful.. This was developed for mobile VR and it shows, The graphics need some work.. Also a mobile VR
symptom, Seated only.. You better hope the game angles itself properly to where your chair is.

Advice for devs: Fix the issue where the game wont center with SteamVR's roomscale positioning, And update the graphics..
Better Anti Aliasing, Better Skin, Better Lighting. I know its a Mobile port but theres nothing stopping you from adding a few
shaders for the PC release.. This just dosent feel finished, after just a few min you get the feeling that its missing some thing.
Aircraft spawn to the sides and rear of you giving no time to dodge it, the number that do show up is not countable. They could
have had a hanger to stop or slow the spawn rate on air craft but they dont. The good part, they have a single shots from them
but the speed they fly and the shot speed are the same, you can see them flying with there shots right in front. The ground based
tanks the AA guns are better balanced then what you face in the air, when you kill an area its empty after.

I think they got he weapons swaped, guns would have been better for ground based and a little tracking on missles for anit-air,
having to lead your target at a 90deg turn just to shoot aircraft makes it look bad. The limited ammo for big attacks has you
wishing for more as this would have made the run and gun game play fun.

Not recommened at this time needs work.. Moto Racer 4 is back on track for good.

I will do a quick evaluation PROs/CONs

PRO:

- Really fun on splitscreen
- Easy to handle (it takes a few laps to really handle the joystick but after it's really easy to master it)
- you can push your opponents out of tracks. In Splitscreen mod it's just awesome how your friend can be mad at you really
quickly!
- Good Carreer mode / Good difficulty level. You can choose yourself the difficulty. 1st race took me 30min before being able
to beat the 3stars!!
- IA is really tough sometimes so it's great because it's never easy. You've got to do the perfect race everytime.
- Good number of tracks and Racers so far
- HUD is simple.

CON: 
- For now it's hard to find a party online. First time I was lucky I found it instanly. Now it much much longer. We need more
people online guys! -> Invite your friend mode works well.
- Can't add IA on multiplayer to fill the rank.

Suggestion: 
- Replay mode to edit video would be great.
- Being able to personalise the soundtracks.

It's really an arcade game. I've seen people complaining about the graphics. I disagree with them as this game is not a simulation
game. it's more focus on the fun and how easy it is to handle. And for that Moto Racer 4 is doing a good job.
The only con would be that there are not enough players online.. One of the most incredibly underrated games on here, it's like
an alternate timeline Hotline Miami if it was directed by Suda and had bullet hell patterns. That pretty much sums it up, a twin
stick shooter mixed with danmaku elements. There's three distinct playable characters with their own attack methods, and with
each comes a primary attack, melee, and special bomb once you build it up. Grazing close to bullets builds your multiplier, and
the final boss was fantastic. My only criticisms are that the music seemed repetitive, and the game clocks in at about 1 hour (5
levels). There's replay value though as you're scored on each level, and the character designs and environments are grade A
stuff.. Worst Servers ever
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Update v1.0.0.2 Available:
In this version, music on/off option is saved on your save file, then, if you turn off sounds and exit the game, the musics and
sounds will be turned off in your next session.

Some new cool musics were also added :)
There is some other minor improvements too.

Thank you guys for all your feedback and support!. Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam:
Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam with a launch discount of 10%. Hope you enjoy the game guys :). Sokoban Land
DX Milo's Quest - First Alpha Gameplay:
So here it is,
the first Milo's Quest alpha gameplay trailer
It's a 2D top-down puzzle/adventure

Coming in 2019 initially for Windows PC

https://youtu.be/QBp8M3e0iC4
. WILOO is available on Steam:
WILOO, a 2D side-scrolling platformer inspired mainly on 8/16 bits eras with Graphics and Sounds updated, is now available
on Steam.

Help WILOO save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673010/WILOO/. Update v1.0.0.7:
Hello everyone,

There is a new update for Sokoban Land DX that brings some optimizations to the game, so more PC's may run the game at a
higher FPS.. Free DLC: Sokoban Land DX - PaperToys:
Hi guys,
After downloading the game, please, make sure to download also the "Sokoban Land DX - PaperToy" its free!

If you already download it, don't forget to see the "EXTRAS" folder inside your Sokoban Land DX install directory ;)

After that, you will only need, a printer, scissors and some patience to build your very own Sokoban characters in PaperToy!
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